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Bill. At what stage could he have raised this 
fundamental objection 7 Therefore I allowed 
him. 

The question is: 
"That leave be granted to introduce a Bill 

further to amend the Telegraph Wires 
(Unlawful Possession) Act, 1950." 
The motion was adopted. 
SHRI C. M. POONACHA : Sir, I introduce 

the Bill. 
MR. CHAIRMAN : The House stands 

adjourned till 2.30. 
The House then adjourned for 

lunch at half-past one of the clock. 

The House reassembled after lunch at half-
past two of the clock, THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN 
in the Chair. 

STATEMENT   BY   PRIME   MINISTER 
RE HER VISIT ABROAD 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Madam 
Prime Minister. 

THE PRIME MINISTER (SHRIMATI 
INDIRA GANDHI) : Madam Deputy 
Chairman, as the House is aware, I paid an 
official visit to the United States from 28th 
March to 1st April in response to an invitation 
from President Johnson. On the way I broke 
journey at Paris, where I met President de 
Gaulle and Prime Minister Pompidou. On the 
return journey I met Prime Minister Wilson in 
the course of a brief stop-over in London. I 
also made a halt at Moscow, where I had 
discussions with Chairman Kosygin. 

In Paris I   was   received   with   much 
warmth and cordiality. President de Gaulle 
showed deep interest in our economic pro-
blems, and assured me of the earnest desire of 
the French Government and people to help us 
in dealing with them. In particular, the French 
Government is ready to help develop further 
cultural, scientific and technical co-operation 
between our two countries. A team of French 
technical experts is visiting India soon in 
pursuance of this objective. My talks with the 
French President revealed a full understanding 
of our position on various inter-nat;onal issues 
and a substantial area of agreement between 
France and India on M45RS/66-4 

many issues. I feel sure that my meeting with 
President de Gaulle will further strengthen the 
close and friendly relations between our two 
countries. Our President has already invited 
President de Gaulle. The House will recall that 
some time back (towards the end of last year) 
Shrmati Pandit personally conveyed the 
invitation from the President when she visited 
France as our special envoy. I hope President 
de Gaulle will find it convenient to visit our 
country. He will be a very welcome and 
honoured guest. 

Before coming to the ?v»in points of 
discussion with President Johnson and the 
impressions of my visit to the United States; I 
should like to take this opportunity to tell the 
House of the great warmth and graciowness of 
the hospitality and courtesy shown to me by 
President Johnson and the American people 
and to express my sincere thanks to them for 
it. I had full and Frank discussions with 
President Johnson and his colleagues, and the 
broad substance of our discussions is set out in 
the joint communique issued at the end of the 
visit A copy of the communique is placed on 
the Table of the House. I should perhaps 
mention briefly the general spirit in which our 
talks took place. In the fast changing world 
of^ today, such meetings are necessary even 
between friends who share many values in 
common. Our object was primarily to 
establish a close rapport and understanding, 
and not to exchange advice or favours. I 
believe that in this we succeeded in full 
measure—an outcome which owes much to 
the complete candour and mutual confidence 
with which we approached our task. The 
conversations ranged over a wide field. 

President Johnson expressed understanding 
and appreciation of our own massive efforts to 
raise the living standards of our people. He 
assured me of the deep interest of his Gov-
ernment in continuing to assist us in our 
efforts to promote such development, by 
playing its full part in the Consortium, which 
has existed for some years, to mobilise 
external support for our plans under the 
auspices of the World Bank. 

On our emergency needs for food, President 
Johnson sent an urgent message to the U. S. 
Congress immediately after our   discussions,    
seeking     Congressional 
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[Shrimati Indira Gandhi.] approval for 
generous additional supplies of foodgrains, 
cotton and other agricultural commodities. 
The message set our economic progress and 
current problems in perspective. I am sure the 
House would like to join; me in expressing 
our appreciation of its speedy passage through 
the U.S. Congress. During our talks on India's 
food problem, President Johnson likewise 
displayed a sympathetic understanding and 
appreciation of our efforts to help ourselves, 
of the promise of our plans for increasing 
agricultural production and of our 
programmes for  population  control. 

The President also announced the esta-
blishment of an Indo-U. S. Foundation to help 
develop new techniques in farm and factory, to 
advance science and to extend research 
facilities.   Such a proposal had in fact been 
under   consideration   for   quite I some time 
and was approved by Govern- I ment about a 
year ago.   The Foundation j will be 
administered in a manner consistent with the 
Government of India's educational plans and 
programmes and with a view to ' further the 
national interest and the health of the economy. 

As the House is aware, we view external i 
assistance only as a means of supplement- j ing 
our own efforts and as an aid towards achieving 
self-reliance in the shortest pos- ! sible time.    
In the course   of    our   talks President Johnson 
repeatedly stated    that the United States views 
its assistance to us in the same spirit of 
promoting   self-help and early self-reliance on 
our part without interfering with our policies or 
plans. 

There was reference to India's relations with 
Pakistan during the talks. I reiterated India's 
desire to promote the friendliest of relations 
with Pakistan in keeping with the Tashkent 
spirit, despite the difficulties created. We 
agreed that the peaceful processes set in 
motion by the Tashkent Declaration should be 
continued. President Johnson expressed his 
strong support for the Tashkent Declaration 
and his desire that there should be friendship 
between India and Pakistan. Reference was 
also made to the threat posed to India's 
security by China's aggressive designs and 
postures. Apart from re-affirming our 
determination to defend our freedom and 
territorial integrity against any threat, from 
whatever quarter it may come, I emphasised 
the fact that the long-range challenge of China 

is as much political or economic as military. I 
also explained that India's gigantic effort to 
attain the goal of democratic socialism and of 
achievements in the field of development, in 
conditions of stability, was itself a notable 
contribution to peace. 

The situation in Viet Nam was briefly 
discussed. I reiterated India's continuing desire 
to see a just and peaceful solution of this 
problem. 

I have extended an invitation to president 
and Mrs. Johnson to visit India, and the 
President has expressed the hope that it would 
be possible for him to visit our country again. 

In New York I had a useful meeting with 
Secretary-General U Thant at the United 
Nations and took this opportunity to address 
the Afro-Asian group. 

Besides the discussions which I had with 
President Johnson and his colleagues, I had 
occasion during my stay in the United States 
to meet and share my thoughts with a large 
number of distinguished American citizens in 
the course of various public engagements. I 
reiterated our stand on Kashmir and its wider 
implications. These contacts have, I think, 
helped promote a better understanding of our 
views by th« American people. 

On my way back from the United States I 
had a meeting with Prime Minister Wilson in 
London. Our talks covered many subjects and 
were held in a friendly atmosphere. They have 
resulted in a better understanding of India's 
position. Mr. Wilson expressed the British 
Government's readiness to join other countries 
in giving urgent consideration to immediate 
steps for providing further economic assis-
tance to India as soon as possible. I have 
invited Mr. Wilson to visit India, and he has 
accepted the invitation. 

In Moscow I had a valuable exchange of 
views with Chairman Kosygin,' in the course 
of which we reviewed the international scene 
and, in particular, the developments following 
the signing of the Tashkent Declaration. As 
the House is aware, Indo-Soviet co-operation 
in the economic and other fields has grown 
steadily during the past many years. A number 
of projects are currently under execution with 
Soviet assistance, and the Bokaro steel plant 
has been added to the list    very    recently.   
The   Soviet    Union 
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continues to take a friendly and sympathetic 
interest in our Fourth Plan, and during otir 
talks in Moscow we agreed that the 
preliminary discussions, which we have 
already had in this regard, will be expedi-
tiously pursued. 

Chairman and Mrs. Kosygin have agreed to 
visit India later this year. This will give us yet 
another opportunity to strengthen the bonds of 
friendship and goodwill between our two 
countries. 

I was reluctant to be away from India even 
for a brief period when Parliament is in 
session and at a time when we have many 
pressing problems to tackle at home. But as 
the House will appreciate, des*pite the 
urgency of our tasks and the underlying 
friendship of other nations towards us, it is 
necessary to develop contacts at the personal 
level from time to time with the leaders of 
countries with which we have established 
strong ties of cooperation and understanding. I 
have every hope that my discussions during 
this visit abroad will advance the cause of 
friendship and cooperation not only between 
our respective countries but also in the wider 
comity of nations. 

Madam Deputy Chairman, throughout my 
ten-day visit, I found an abundance of 
friendship and goodwill for India and a 
growing understanding of the significance of 
India's foreign policy and of its developmental 
efforts. We can derive satisfaction and 
strength from these manifestations of 
friendship. But we must never forget that there 
is no substitute for hard and determined effort 
and sacrifice on the part of the Indian people. 
The nations of the world are watching the 
Indian experiment and they will respect us and 
be willing to assist us only in the measure of 
our own effort and sense of dedication. This is 
the task to which we must now, as before, 
address ourselves, with faith and confidence in 
the capacity of our people to shape the destiny 
of India. 

Thank you. Madam. 
SHRI DAHYABHAI V. PATEL (Gujarat) : 

Madam Deputy Chairman, In so far as the 
matter of goodwill is concerned, the visit of 
the Prime Minister can be considered a 
successful visit. I am sure her personal charm 
and   manners    have 

contributed considerably to the bringing back 
of some of the lost goodwill. But may I ask the 
Prime Minister what it means in concrete terms 
? It seems that the Prime Minister did not talk 
business with the President of the United States 
of America. I think the country will be 
disappointed to learn that the Prime Minister 
did not even go prepared to talk business with 
the President of the United States. I think the 
opportunity has been sadly missed. She herself 
admitted in her statement that there is abundant 
goodwill in the U.S.A. Perhaps it would be 
there also in England in spite of the little 
misunderstanding that might have cropped up 
during the last few months. But if she had not 
gone fully prepared and if a team of officers is 
to go later on, what is going to happen in the 
meantime 7 We still continue to be short of 
food. Our foreign exchange crisis still remains 
to bo met. In these circumstances can we con-
sider the visit was so successful ? It seems that 
the President of the United States has passed 
the buck to the World Bank. And the World 
Bank is also thinking about it. There is not that 
easy flow of money which used to be there 
some time back, for which we have to thank 
only ourselves—we cannot blame the World 
Bank—and the way in which we have used the 
aid that had been coming freely. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: What is the 
point to be clarified ? What actually do you 
want the Prime   Minister    to 
clarify. 

SHRI    DAHYABHAI    V.       PATEL: 
Madam, I am trying to put before the House 
what I surmise is the result of the Prime 
Minister's visit and I would like to be 
corrected if I am wrong and if my surmise is 
not correct. Is it correct that the President of 
the U.S.A. has passed the buck on to the 
World Bank instead of dealing with it ? And is 
it a fact that the Prime Minister did not go 
prepared to talk business with him and 
therefore a team of officers is to follow from 
here ? What is the concrete achievement of the 
Prime Minister's visit? That is what I would 
like to ask first. 

SHRIMATI       INDIRA       GANDHI . 
Madam, it is not a fact that I did not go I   
prepared.    We did have business talks. 
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SHRI DAHYABHAI V. PATEL: Then I 
would ask what is the result of those business 
talks ? 

SHRI MULKA GOVINDA REDDY 
(Mysore) : Madam, I would like to seek 
clarification from the Prime Minister on this 
point. From the statement it appears the Prime 
Minister discussed lndo-Pakistan relations 
with the President of America. I would like to 
know whether she brought to the no.ice of the 
President that the friendship between China 
and Pakistan is growing and that until and 
unless the wa--pacts that America has with 
Pakistan are abrogated and the supplies of 
military* aid to Pakistan are done away with, 
the siiuation in the sub-continent may again be 
threatened and peace may be endangered 7 I 
would like to know whether this point of view 
was pressed and if so, what was the reaction. 

SHRIMATI       INDIRA       GANDHI : 
Our point of view was put before the 
President and at various forums. The President 
himself is very well aware of the dangers of 
Pakistan's growing friendship with China. 

 

 
SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA (Wert Bengal) : 

It is very difficult to ask for clarifications. 
Anyhow ... 

SHRI ARJUN ARORA (Uttar Pradesh) : 
Then don't attempt the difficult. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA : When the 
Swatantra Party agrees here then it is difficult 
for me even to ask clarification. 

May I know, while pointing    out    the 
various    dangers    did    the    hon.    Prime 
Minister point    out   the   danger   created by the 
U.S. aggression in   Asia   especially the     war     
in       Vietnam       which      is threatening peace 
in this region of Asia? If so, if she did point it 
out, what was the reaction of the U.S.  authorities 
and whether she demanded that this aggression 
should    stop ?    That    is    number    one. 
Secondly, I would like to know something more  
clearly   about  this  Foundation.    It is not at all 
clear.   But one thing good she has done.    She 
said that it was done one year ago.    Was she 
under the obligation that she must also ditto and 
sign on  the dotted line ?    Or was there any 
discussion that it should be annulled, because 
this Foundation, this Indo-American Educatinoal   
Foundation,   seems   to   be a preposterous 
adventure.    Then    I    would also like to know   
something   about    this economic aid. We are 
told now the World Bank will come into the 
picture and my friend here said she was not 
dealing with the business part  of it.    I think  it  
was very great business, but on the wrong side. 
She was very well prepared I must say, Madam  
Deputy  Chairman.    Her  advisers had  prepared  
her   very well and   that is why now according to 
the American line things have gone from    the   
President   at Capital Hill to the President of the 
USA in the World Bank. I would like to know 
whether    in    this    connection    the    Prime 
Minister pointed out that it was absolutely a 
breach of faith when in the autumn 
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of last year the United States of America 
unilaterally suspended, and goaded others to 
suspend the promised aid for the last year of 
the Third Five Year Plan ? If «o what was the 
reaction ? And finally 1 would also like to 
know from the Prime Minister whether a 
categorical statement was made to President 
Johnson that any continuance of military arms 
aid to Pakistan under the U.S.A. Pakistan war-
pact of 1954 would be regarded or would be 
considered something in the nature of— 1 put 
it mildly—an unfriendly act, and would not be 
conducive to the promotion of good relations 
and so on. 

Then as far as Prima Minister Wilson is 
concerned, nobody bothers about Wilson 
nowadays. And as for President de Gaulle    
.... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now you 
have made three points. Don't you want them 
to be answered before you go on to the next ? 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: About the 
United States of America there were three 
points. Now about President de Gaulle. Now 
it is very difficult for mortals like us to 
understand .  .  . 

SHRI   ATAL   BIHARI   VAJPAYEE: 
Say something about Soviet Russia. 

SHRI BHUPBSH GUPTA: I am coming to 
that. Now, she arrived at an understanding 
with President de Gaulle and also with 
President Johnson when the two are openly 
quarrelling. I do not know what magic touch 
brought about that wonderful understanding. 

Now my friend here wanted me to refer to 
Chairman Kosygin, Chairman of the Council 
of Ministers. It seems she discussed the 
Tashkent Declaration with him, and I should 
like to know if she asked—why she should 
ask I do not know—how he liked all that thing 
that was done in the United States of America. 

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI : There are 
so many questions. Madam. The first is about 
the Indo-American Foundation. Perhaps hon. 
Members are aware that the money for this is 
already here. It is PL 480 money which is in 
India some of which up till now used to be re-
loaned to the Government   of   India    for 

Plan investment. Some very small proportion, 
five per cent., is kept for the so-called Cooley 
Fund from which private investment with 
American collaboration Is supported and the 
balance of 15 per cent has been reserved for 
U.S. Government use in India. Up till now this 
was entirely in the discretion of the 
Americana. This Foundation brings, if I may 
put it that way, a little discipline into it and, as 
I have said, the programmes which will be 
financed through this Foundation will be 
within the Framework of our Plan and our 
own priorities. All investments will be made 
in Government of India bonds. Now 1 think 
this is a better way of using the money than 
has been the case up till now. 

About Vietnam, naturally one cannol agree 
on every point with everybody and different 
nations do have different points of view. They 
appreciate India's stand in this respect. 

SHRI  BHUPESH  GUPTA:    Did you 
appreciate the American stand 7 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Pleasfc let 
the Prime Minister give her full answer. 

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: What I 
said was that I appreciated President 
Johnson's desire to have peace there and he 
had made an effort for It. 

SHRI A. P. CHATTERJEE (West Bengal) 
: Peace of napalm bombs, peace of explosives 
? 

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: Peace of 
stopping bombing and beyond that too; I 
mean full peace. 

As far as arms aid to Pakistan is concerned, 
naturally this was mentioned. What they will 
do and how they will look into this matter is 
their own concern. We can only put forward 
our own point of view with regard to these 
matters. 

SHRI A. P, CHATTERJEE: What was 
their point  of view ? 

SHRIMATI       INDIRA       GANDHI: 
I  think their point of view is  known to hon. 
Members. 

Now about the question of World Bank. 
Here firstly  nothing has been postponed. 
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[Shrimati Indira Gandhi] The food aid to 
India messago has already passed through the 
Congress. As far as economic aid is 
concerned, the consortium has already held a 
meeting and other meeting will be held soon. 
Naturally this has to be now discussed in the 
perspective of our Fourth Plan and those 
details can only be gone into by experts from 
both sides, not only from my tide but even 
from the American side. It is not for President 
Johnson to discuss the points but for his 
experts. And routing the aid through the World 
Bank enables the aid-giving countries to 
muster the support of their people and their 
legislatures for it and thus they find it easier to 
go through with their different proposals if the 
people know that these proposals are endorsed 
by the World Bank. And I do not think it 
harms our own interests in any way. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Shrimati 
Shakuntala Paranjpye. 

SHRI A. P. CHATTERJEE : Madam on a 
point of clarification .   .   . 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : I have 
called an hon. Member already. 

SHRIMATI SHAKUNTALA PARANJ-
PYE (Nominated) : I would like to ask the 
Prime Minister, Madam Deputy Chairman 
whether, when she met Chairman Kosygin—
of course they must have discussed 
Tashkent—she tried to find out what he 
thought about Pakistan's attitude towards the 
Tashkent Agreement and whether Chairman 
Kosygin was satisfied that Pakistan on her 
side was also carrying it out to the letter. 

SHRIMATI       INDIRA        GANDHI: 
Naturally, Madam, people were rathtr dis-
turbed at the speeches, rather provocative 
speeches, which have been delivered in 
Pakistan recently on this question but they did 
all feel that India should show patience and 
that we on our part should try not 4o act in the 
same way but to see if it is possible  to 
implement the Declaration. 
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[Shri G. Ramachandran.] a clarification, but 
minor speeches have already been made. I 
would suggest it this way to the Prime 
Minister. Is she clear in her mind, in the most 
convincing manner, that the vast majority of 
public opinion in this country and the majority 
of opinion in both Houses of Parliament think 
mat her visit has been a tremendous success? 

SHRI   BHUPESH   GUPTA:    Is   she 
conscious that she has failed   in   certain vital 
aspects ? 

SHRI A. P. CHATTERJEE: Madam, the 
Prime Minister has told us just now that she had 
asked for a peaceful solution, while she had her 
talks with President Johnson. Now, may I ask 
her this question first? As the Chairman of the 
Intern*-tional Control Commission, India has a 
duty to do by Vietnam. Did she tell point blank 
President Johnson that unless the big American 
imperialist forces are with- 1 drawn from 
Vietnam, there would not be any peaceful 
solution to Vietnam and that is the only way of 
a peaceful solution? j Did she tell her that firmly 
and point j blank to President Johnson and also 
to Premier Wilson of England ? That is the first 
question which I think the Prime Minister will 
kindly clarify. The second question which I 
shall put to her is this. As far as her visit to 
foreign countries Is concerned, reports say 
that—we really honour the Prime Minister—the 
present Prime Minister has torn the much vaunted 
policy of non-alignment to shreds    .    . 

HON. MEMBERS : No, no. 
SHRI A. P. CHATTERJEE:  ... and 

that report is strengthened by the fact that the 
Prime Minister did not stop over at Cairo. 
What explanation the Prime Minister has in 
not stopping over at Cairo, in not 
strengthening and consolidating the friendly 
ties that we have had so long with Egypt ? That 
is the second question which 1 would like the 
Prime Minister to answer if she can. The third 
question, which I shall ask the Prime Minister 
to clarify, is that we know that under PL-480 
crores of rupees are being amassed by the 
Americans here in India and, of course, some 
part of it will now, it appears, be diverted to 
the Indo-US Foundation, which, to our mind, 
will merely be a machinery for capitalist 
brainwashing  of  Indian  youth.    Did  the 

Prime Minister put this clearly to President 
Johnson, that as (far as the PL-480 funds are 
concerned the funds will not be utilised by the 
American Central Intelligence Agency, as 
they have done in Indonesia and also in 
Vietnam 7 Has she got an assurance from 
President Johnson that no such thing will be 
done with these funds on Indian soil ? These 
are tbe three points which the Prime Minister 
will kindly answer. 

{Interruptions) SHRIMATI       
INDIRA       GANDHI: 

Madam, what I said was that India would be 
glad to find a peaceful solution to Vietnam. I 
did not say that India had such * solution. I 
think it is possible to get around a table and 
discuss these matters. I think if we or anybody 
could be instruments! in arranging such a 
meeting, on the, basis of the Geneva 
Agreement, it could lead to peace in Vietnam. 

SHRI A. P. CHATTERJEE : Did you 
support the presence of Americana in Vietnam 
? 

SHRIMATI INDIRA GANDHI: As regards 
my stop-over in Cairo, I would certainly have 
done so with great pleasure. Only it was not on 
the way. When the route was planned, I was 
going by Air-India and we had decided to 
return via Moscow. You cannot do both Cairo 
and Moscow on the same trip. I do not think. 
Madam, that I can reply to the third question, 
which has been asked here. 

SHRI M. S. GURUPADA SWAMY 
(Mysore) : Madam Deputy Chairman, I would 
like to know from the hon. Prime Minister 
whether, as a result of her visit, the iciness in 
the relationship which we had with the 
Americans till the recent past was defreezed ? 
Secondly, may I know whether it is a fact that 
the Indo-American friendship and ties have 
been greatly strengthened ? Thirdly, may I 
know whether the Indo-Soviet friendship has 
been very much stabilised and whether she 
would look at this visit as a starting point for 
growing relations with all these countries, 
which will pave the way for greater and better-
understanding ? 

SHRIMATI        INDIRA        GANDHI: 
That is so. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We go to the 
next item. 


